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Abstract—Now-a-days, Cybersecurity attacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and presenting a growing threat to
individuals, private and public sectors, especially the Denial Of
Service attack (DOS) and its variant Distributed Denial Of
Service (DDOS). Dealing with these dangerous threats by using
traditional mitigation solutions suffers from several limits and
performance issues. To overcome these limitations, Machine
Learning (ML) has become one of the key techniques to enrich,
complement and enhance the traditional security experiences. In
this context, we focus on one of the key processes that improve
and optimize Machine Learning DOS-DDOS predicting models:
DOS-DDOS feature selection process, particularly the wrapper
process. By studying different DOS-DDOS datasets, algorithms
and results of several research projects, we have reviewed and
evaluated the impact on used wrapper strategies, number of
DOS-DDOS features, and many commonly used metrics to
evaluate DOS-DDOS prediction models based on the optimized
DOS-DDOS features. In this paper, we present three important
dashboards that are essential to understand the performance of
three wrapper strategies commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML
systems: heuristic search algorithms, meta-heuristic search and
random search methods. Based on this review and evaluation
study, we can observe some of wrapper strategies, algorithms,
DOS-DDOS features with a relevant impact can be selected to
improve the DOS-DDOS ML existing solutions.
Keywords—DOS-DDOS attacks; feature selection; wrapper
process; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the exponential proliferation of Internet users, the
network traffic has known a massive generation of data. These
data are coming from individuals, private and public
organizations. Moreover, the hard complexity of the Internet
architecture and its interdependent suffers from different
vulnerabilities, threats and risks ([1], [2]). Consequently, the
attackers find an impressive amount of vulnerable systems [3].
Nowadays,
cybersecurity
attacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated, particularly the infrastructure
attacks that make security analysis systems more vulnerable to
several failures [1]. One of these most famous threats is
Denial Of Service attack (DOS) and its variant Distributed
Denial Of Service (DDOS) ([4],[5]). These serious and
dangerous attacks violate the availability of information

systems, which is a pillar of information security ([6],[5]). The
attackers seek to target computer systems, network devices,
services and web applications to consume their CPU power,
bandwidth, memory and processing time ([7], [3]).
The DDOS attack has the same purpose but with the
difference of using intermediate of multiple networks between
the attacker and its target ([7],[8]). This technique allows the
attacker to amplify its attack with orchestrating a simultaneous
sending of an excessive number of unwanted computing
requests to its victim to overload its computing capacity.
To deal with these DOS-DDOS attacks, some traditional
mechanisms are deployed such as firewalls, software updates,
antivirus, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), etc.
However, many challenges and limits hinder these
traditional techniques [6]. To overcome these limitations and
drawbacks, Machine Learning (ML) techniques can be used as
artificial intelligence systems to enrich, complement and
enhance the traditional security experiences.
One of the key and critical pre-processing phases to
success these DOS-DDOS ML models is feature selection.
This process selects the most representatives DOS-DDOS
characteristics from the initially DOS-DDOS dataset by
eradicating those that are redundant and insignificant.
Consequently, the obtained features subset improves the
execution time, the detection rate and the accuracy of the used
DOS-DDOS models.
In this context, this investigation presents a review and
evaluation study related to DOS-DDOS attacks prediction
based on one of the effective methods to select relevant DOSDDOS features: Wrapper process.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we study
some traditional mitigation solutions and their limits.
Section 3 describes the interest of using machine learning
(ML) in DOS- DDOS attacks prevention. Section 4 exposes
the impact of feature selection on DOS-DDOS machine
learning projects. In Section 5 we review and we evaluate
recent and relevant feature selection results obtained by using
three commonly used wrapper strategies: heuristic search
algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random search methods.
Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.
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II. DEALING WITH DOS AND DDOS: TRADITIONAL
MITIGATION AND SOLUTIONS

information and are unable to detect and prevent many DOSDDOS attacks in real-time.

DOS-DDOS attacks can take many forms such as SYN
flood, SYN-ACK-ACK flood, UDP flood, ICMP flood, and so
on. To deal with these forms of threats, many traditional,
external and internal DOS-DDOS mitigation solutions are
developed such as bandwidth provisioning, software updates,
firewalls, antivirus software and Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS), etc. In the paragraph below, we discuss briefly these
traditional solutions and their limits.

To overcome these drawbacks, Machine Learning has
become one of the key techniques to enrich and complement
these traditional security experiences. In the paragraph below
we discuss briefly the benefits that can be attained by using
ML- techniques in DOS-DDOS attacks prevention.

Generally, the use of firewall solution provides many
mitigation solutions such as filter-based forwarding at logical
interfaces, blocking of certain types of packets to reach a
routing engine and packet counter and protection of a routing
engine from DOS-DDOS attacks ([9],[10]). However, firewall
solutions suffer from many lacks of security. As an example,
the attacker can modify his DOS-DDOS attacks and make it
legitimate.

Machine Learning (ML) is an evolutionary field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) composed of a set of rules,
methods and functions [18]. Applied to deal with many
challenges in DOS-DDOS attacks, ML algorithms can learn
from DOS-DDOS datasets and discover hidden knowledge
from them [19].

The software updates keep the software up to date to avoid
DOS-DDOS attacks on the application layer (the highest
abstraction layer of the TCP/IP model) [11]. However, the
irregularity of these updates creates a gateway to the attackers
to modify the contents of memories (buffer overflow).
The Intrusion Detection System IDS (Hardware/Software
solutions) is a complemented security for the firewall
solutions. This solution is a common way often used to
analyze and detect DOS-DDOS attacks [12]. IDS techniques
are used in the aims to detect, classify and respond to DOSDDOS actions that affect the integrity, the confidentiality or
the availability of any network resources [13]. These systems
are mainly based on two detection methods [14]: Misuse
Detection (MD) and Anomaly Detection (AD).
The Misuse Detection is also known as Signature
Detection, Pattern Detection, Knowledge-Based or Rule-based
detection. This technique is one of the most common methods
of Antivirus. It filters malicious packet of the known attacks
thanks to its signature database of known attacks. It detects
efficiently known attacks with low false positive.
Nevertheless, it shows limits on detecting new forms of threats
and many variants of known attacks.

III. THE USE OF MACHINE LEARNING IN DOS-DDOS
ATTACKS PREVENTION

By finding interesting DOS-DDOS patterns from training
DOS-DDOS data, ML algorithms allow preventing and
predicting many recent forms of DOS-DDOS behaviors.
Contrary to the traditional security solutions, ML models
are powerful tools that can analyze in real time high
dimensional DOS-DDOS traffic [20], classify the behavior of
the DOS-DDOS traffic to determine the normal one from the
abnormal and predict with high accuracy DOS-DDOS attacks
before they happen.
Based on DOS-DDOS security modeling process (Fig. 1)
and many common algorithms like K-Nearest Neighbors
Algorithm (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random
Forest (RF) as well as Naïve Bayes (NB), etc. many recent
research projects have shown other important preventing
benefits of ML algorithms compared to the existing traditional
solutions ([1], [12], [21]).
Feature selection is one of the critical pre-processing
process to succeed and to improve the benefits mentioned
above. In the paragraph below, we summarize the benefits of
this process.

The Anomaly Detection supervises the behavior of
network traffic. It alerts the system at the slightest changes
compared to the normal behavior. This method can detect new
forms of attacks but generates high false positives and doesn’t
give clear information about the malicious events in some
forms of attacks. Moreover, it is not feasible to IDS to
manipulate high dimensional variables. Consequently, this
technique can affect the efficiency and the velocity in
detecting intrusions ([15],[16], [17]).
In addition to the limitations and drawbacks mentioned
above, traditional techniques are hindered by many others
challenges [6]. As an example, many traditional strategies of
security are not sufficient to protect information systems
against the new forms of DOS-DDOS attacks, need extrastorage and computational resources due to the high level of
network traffic, suffer from a lack of source attacks

Fig. 1. Machine Learning DOS-DDOS Security Modeling Process
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IV. IMPACT OF FEATURE SELECTION PROCESS DOS-DDOS
MACHINE LEARNING PROJECTS
Feature selection is one of the most critical pre-processing
process in building DOS-DDOS Machine Learning (ML)
models. This process is the first and crucial phase to improve
the prediction accuracy, the detection rate and to reduce the
execution time of DOS-DDOS models [22].
According to Bindra et al. [23], feature selection methods
allow the DOS-DDOS security systems to distinguish DOSDDOS attacks by using a minimum number of the most
important features from network streams.
Applied to DOS-DDOS ML algorithms, feature selection
is focused on selecting small and concise DOS-DDOS sets of
characteristics describing the ML models [24]. It avoids the
used features to contain redundant (correlation with other
features) and noisier information of DOS-DDOS attacks
without losing any piece of information. Consequently, it
reduces the high memory requirements of security systems
based on ML models ([25], [26], [27]).
Generally, the existing DOS-DDOS ML security systems
use three commonly main categories of feature selection
approaches: Filter, Wrapper and Hybrid methods [28].

In this context, we decided to focus our attention on the
assessment of the performance of many DOS-DDOS
experiments based on wrapper strategies and machine learning
algorithms.
By studying different DOS-DDOS datasets, algorithms
and recent results of several research projects, we review and
we assess the impact of many recent wrapper strategies
applied to predicting DOS-DDOS attacks. We have taken a
more focused look at the impact of these strategies on number
of DOS-DDOS features, detection rates, execution times and
accuracies of DOS-DDOS attacks prediction.
We present four dashboards that are essential to
understand the performances of three wrapper strategies
commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML systems: heuristic search
algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random search methods.
B. Review and Evaluation Study of Feature Selection
Methods based on Wrapper Process
1) Used Datasets: To evaluate the performance of the
wrapper strategies used in DOS-DDOS machine learning
models, we start our review by studying relevant DOS-DDOS
datasets commonly used by several DOS-DDOS research
projects. These datasets are cited below:

The Filter methods are based on statistical methods which
evaluate the relevance of DOS-DDOS features independently
of any machine learning algorithms [27]. As a faster solution
that computationally costs less, these methods are often used
in high dimensional DOS-DDOS traffic ([29],[30]). However,
the evaluation of individual information cannot take into
consideration the correlation between the DOS-DDOS
features. Consequently, the final DOS-DDOS subset can
contain redundancy because some DOS-DDOS features can
have the same ranking.

The Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’99)
dataset was built based on the synthetic data captured in
DARPA’98. This dataset is mainly composed of redundant
records. Moreover, this configuration forces ML algorithms to
learn less about infrequent records than the redundant ones.
The inequality of attacks distribution between training and
testing phase made the cross-validation more complicated.

The wrapper strategies use a predetermined algorithm and
its performance to assess the optimal DOS-DDOS subset
features [31]. It executed in an iterative process, and at each
iteration a new subset of DOS-DDOS features is generated to
be evaluated by the classification algorithm [32]. The criterion
of selection is principally based on the cross-validation
accuracy during the DOS-DDOS training data [33].

The NSL_KDD was created to overcome the limits of the
KDD’99 [35]. However, the main disadvantage of the
NSL_KDD dataset, it does not include the modern low
footprint attacks scenarios like the KDD’99.

The Hybrid method is a combination between filter
method followed by wrapper approach, which offers the
advantages of the two previous methods. It exploits their
different criteria in different search stages [34].
V. RELATED WORK
A. Objective of the Study
To detect and prevent DOS-DDOS attacks accurately,
wrapper methods one of the most effective strategies to
identify informative DOS-DDOS feature subsets from many
high-dimensional DOS-DDOS network streams. This
approach of feature selection is often addressed in many
security solutions based on ML tasks. Indeed, increasing
number of research projects have shown that many wrapper
strategies can have an important impact on Accuracy,
Detection Rate and time execution of existing DOS-DDOS
ML systems.

This dataset is composed of four main families of attacks
and forty one features.

The UNSW_NB15 is composed of nine family attacks and
forty nine features. It includes a hybrid of the real modern
normal behaviors and the synthetic attack activities [35].
Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber
Security (ACCS) is a dataset mainly composed of hybrid
modern normal activities and attacks behaviors. It is
composed of forty-seven features[36].
2) Use model evaluation metrics: To evaluate the
reviewed DOS-DDOS Wrapper strategies, we have selected
different metrics [37]. These metrics namely are:
Classification Accuracy (Acc), Detection Rate (DR), Recall
(Re), Precision (Pr), Specificity (Sp), Sensitivity (Sen), FMeasure (FM), False Alert Rate (FAR), False Negative (FN)
and Time model execution (T).
The formulas associated with these metrics are listed above:
(1)
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Where: TP is True Positive: correct positive prediction.
TN is True Negative: correct negative prediction. FN is False
Negative: incorrect negative prediction and FP is False
Positive: incorrect positive prediction.
3) Impact of used DOS-DDOS datasets and algorithms on
the wrapper process: Generally, the performance of DOSDDOS prediction models based on the Wrapper process
depends strongly on the used ML algorithms and datasets. As
shown in Table I, many algorithms performed well in
detecting DOS-DDOS attacks compared to others. The
accuracy can range from Acc=62.5% by using KDD’99
dataset and SVM algorithm to Acc=99.92% with Decision
Tree J.48 algorithm and KDD’99 dataset. Indeed, according to
the experiment of Jalill et al. (2010) [38] based on the
KDD’99 dataset, the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm has a serious problem in accurately detecting DOSDDOS attacks compared to the Decision Tree J.48 algorithm
which shows high prediction accuracy that exceed 99%.
TABLE I.

Reference
Jalill et al.
[38]

Katkar and
Kulkarni.
[40]

Bellouch et al.
[39]

IMPACT OF USED DOS-DDOS DATASETS AND ALGORITHMS
ON THE WRAPPER PROCESS

Dataset
KDD’99

KDD’99

Algorithm

Accuracy(%)

SVM

62.5

J.48

99.7

J.48

99.92

REPTree

99.56

NB

87.50

BN

99.68

Sequential
Minimal
Optimization
(SMO)

99.72

REPTree + J48
+BN

99.94

SVM

92.28

NB

74.19

C4.5

95.82

RF

97.49

UNSW_NB15

The experiments based on the NB, C4.5, RF algorithms
and UNSW_NB15 dataset realized by Bellouch et al. (2018)
[39], has shown that the prediction accuracy obtained by RF
(Acc_RF = 99.94%) is better than C4.5 (Acc_C4..5 = 95.82%)
and SVM (Acc_SVM = 92.28%). The NB algorithm shows less
accuracy (Acc_NB = 74. 19 %) compared to RF, C4.5 and
SVM.
The Bayesian Network (BN) algorithm used in the
experiment of Katkar and Kulkarni [40] achieved good
accuracy (Acc_BN = 99.68%) in detecting DOS-DDOS attacks
thanks to its capacity of detecting anomalies in a multi-class
[41].
By comparing the experiments carried out by Jalill et
al.[38] and Katkar and Kulkarni [40], we have observed that
SVM algorithm predict DOS-DDOS more accurately on the
dataset UNSW_NB15 compared to the KDD’99 dataset
(Acc_SVM_UNSW_NB = 92.28% > Acc_SVM_KDD = 62.5 %). This
important difference according to W. Xingzhu [42] is caused
by the redundant records on the KDD’99 dataset and SVM has
slower training on high dimensional datasets.
4) DOS-DDOS feature selection based on wrapper
process and heuristic search algorithms: Based on heuristic
functions or cost measures, wrapper strategies using heuristic
search algorithms optimize and iteratively improve the process
of DOS-DDOS feature selection [43].
Many heuristic searches such as SFS (Sequential Forward
search), SBS (Sequential Backward search), LRS (Plus L
Minus R Selection), RELR (Random Effect Logistic
Regression), and GFR (Gradually feature removal method)
have been used by many recent important research projects to
solve accurately the problem of DOS-DDOS feature selection.
We discuss these projects in the paragraph below. At the
end of this subsection, we present our first dashboard
(Tables IIA, IIB, IIC) to summarize and to compare the
performances of these strategies.
As an example of wrapper strategies based on heuristic
search algorithms, we can cite the important investigation of
Kavitha and Chrita (2010) [44]. In this study, the authors used
the Best First Search (BFS) method. They selected two subsets
composed simultaneously of seven and fourteen DOS-DDOS
features. They applied four classifying algorithms: ID3, J48,
NB and One R. These experiments have shown that ID3 and
J.48 using a subset composed of fourteen DOS-DDOS
features has the highest accuracy (Acc = 99%). One R and NB
performed well in execution time (T=0.5s) with only seven
features. The NB classifier achieved the highest specificity
with Sp_NB = 99% by using seven features and Sp_NB =100%
by using fourteen features.
Mok et al. (2010) [45] used Random Effect Logistic
Regression (RELR) with a fixed Logistic regression (LR).
This method selected five DOS-DDOS features by using the
Stepwise Variable Selection Search (SVSS) strategy based on
the KDD’99 dataset. The method achieved an accuracy equal
to 98.74%.
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TABLE II.
DOS-DDOS
feature selection
projects based on
wrapper methods

Kavitha, and Chitra
(2010) [44]

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

KDD’99

Used
wrapper
strategy

BFS

(A): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
Number of
DOS DDOS
features

7

Used classifier

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

ID3

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

97%
97%
97%
1.49

99%
100%
98%
4.01

99%
98%
100%
NA

J48

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

97%
97%
97%
1.20

99%
99.5%
97.5%
1. 86

99.9%
97.8%
99.9%
NA

NB

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

96%
92%
99%
0.05

97%
94%
100%
0.09

99%
98%
100%
NA

OneR

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

86%
74%
99%
0.05

97%
72%
92%
0.16

99.5%
98%
99.7%
NA

14

Metrics
Values
without FS

Mok et al. (2010)
[45]

KDD’99

Stepwise

5

RLER

Accuracy

98.74%

NA

Ahmad et al. (2011)
[46]

KDD’99

PCA-GA

12

MLP

Accuracy
Time (h)

99%
72

NA

Yinhui et al. [47]

KDD’99

SBS-GFR

19

SVM

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.62%
2.37

98.67%
3.97

TABLE II- (B): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
DOS-DDOS
feature selection
projects based on
wrapper methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategy

Number of
DOS DDOS
features

Used classifier

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

Metrics
Values
without FS

Zhang and Wang
(2013)
[48]

NSL_KDD

SBS-BN

11

BN

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.98%
4.73

95.7%
18.94

Al-Jarrah et
al.(2014) [49]

KDD’99

FSR-RF

15
RF

Accuracy

BER-RF

14

Lee et al. (2017)
[50]

NSL_KDD

SFFS-RF

10

FDR + PLR

20

FDR +SFS

25

FDR +SBS

40

Harish and Manju
(2018)
[51]

Houseini Soodeh
and Mehrdad
(2019)
[52]

KDD’99

NSL_KDD

Forward
Feature
Selection

99.90%
99.89%
99.88%
C4.5

40
KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)
Accuracy
Time(s)

99.89%
99.9%
0.1
0.18
98.5%
17.98

NA
NA
1.07
NA

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.27
17.74

NA

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.78%
32.18

NA
NA

99.0%
32.95

NA

12

NB

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

93.1%
93.6%
87.3%
92.7%

NA

14

RF

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

98.9%
99.6%
99.8%
99.7%

NA

10

DT

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

98.2%
99.4%
99.8%
99.6%

NA
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20

11

Malhotra and
Sharma (2019) [53]

Wang et al.(2020)
[54]

NSL_KDD

NSL_KDD

CfsSubsetEval
+ BestFirst

SBS-MLP

Their Dataset
composed of
12 Features

96.1%
93.4%
91.8%
94.9%

NA

KNN

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

97.7%
99.8%
99.8%
99.8%

NA

RF

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,41%
66.82

99,91%
191.06

Bagging

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,35%
17,7

99,84%
109.9%

PART

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,37%
8.07

99,83%
99.1

J48

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,78%
7.95

99,78%
61.68

MLP

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

97.66%
94.88%
0.62%

97.61%
94.78%
0.63%

SVM

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

92.15%
90.20%
97.26%
90.23%
90.21%

92.11%
88.71%
96.93%
91.42%
89.91%

KNN

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

98.30%
97.73%
99.45%
97.72%
97.70%

95.67%
93.87%
98.01%
97.05%
95.30%

6

31

10
Polat, and Cetin
(2020)
[55]

MLP

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

SFFS
6

TABLE II-(C): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategy

Number
of DOS
-DDOS
features

6
Polat, and Cetin
(2020)
[55]

Their Dataset composed of
12 Features

Umar et al. (2020)
[56]

NSL_KDD

UNSW_NB15

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

Metrics
Values
without FS

ANN

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

91.44%
87.82%
97.31%
88.11%
87.89%

91.07%
87.27%
96.58%
89.89%
88.45%

NB

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

94.87%
92.05%
98.43%
93.29%
92.01%

94.48%
91.77%
98.29%
92.94%
91.79%

RePTree

Accuracy
Time(s)

99,44%
5,76

99,83%
3.59

Logiboost

Accuracy
Time(s)

94,15%
9,96

97,1%
18.3

RBF

Accuracy
Time(s)

90,6%
45.91

97,95%
81.01

BayesNet

Accuracy
Time(s)

96,26%
5.64

97,17%
4.69

SMO

Accuracy
Time(s)

89,09%
514.7

97,4%
1137.71

NBTree

Accuracy
Time(s)

99,46%
14.23

99,87%
213.18

ANN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

82.08%
97.94%
37.36%
240

86.00%
98.62%
29.45%
660

SFFS
8

Alabdulwahab
and Moon
(2020) [31]

Used
classifier

CfsSubsetEval
+ BestFirst

Best First
Forward-DT

6

19
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SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

79.11%
99.31%
45.64%
15540

81.6%
99.64%
40.51
10860

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

83.21%
96.44%
33.01%
600

84.78%
96.46%
29.53%
1020

RF

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

86.41%
97.95%
27.73%
37.8

86.82%
98.7%
27.74%
44.4

NB

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

55.61%
19.38%
0.01%
2.86

55.61%
19.39%
0.01%
4.64

ANN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

94.32%
98.48%
14.56%
325

98.9%
99.0%
1.11%
123

94.62%
97.54%
11.64%
348

99.6%
99.6%
0.23%
94

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

93.56%
99.54%
19.19%
10236.6

98.0%
97.1%
1.17%
921.6

93.67%
99.63%
19.14%
5213.4

98.5%
98.1%
1.08%
972.6

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

95.8%
97.28%
7.36%
502.8

99.1%
99.2%
0.97%
331.2

93.81%
96.24%
11.42%
747.6

99.5%
99.4%
0.36%
563.4

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

98.51%
99.17%
2.89%
33.6

99.7%
99.7%
0.22%
13.2

95.74%
97.84%
8.77%
32.4

98.8%
99.7%
0.1%
15

SVM
Umar and Chen
(2020) [57]

UNSW_NB15

NSL_KDD

Best First DT

20
KNN

RF

Ahmad et al. (2011) [46] used Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) to reduce the features and to choose the
highest eighteen values. Genetic Algorithm (GA) was applied
as wrapper method to the reduce space. This method selected
twelve DOS-DDOS features. By using the Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP) as classifier on the output of GA and the
KDD’99 dataset, this model has shown high accuracy
(Acc_MLP = 99%) by using a minimum of features equal to 12
and the time of execution equal to 72 h.
L. Yinhui et al. (2012) [47] applied Gradually Feature
Removal method (GFR) which selected nineteen best DOSDDOS features. This strategy was based on SBS as search
strategy and SVM as classifier. The accuracy of this model
has been slightly reduced (Acc_(19 features) = 98.62% < Acc_(42
features) = 98.67%) by using a wrapper step. The execution time
has been reduced from T _(42 features) = 18.94s to T_(19 features) =
3.73 s.
Zhang and Wang (2013) [48] adopted SBS-BN and
Bayesian network approach as a wrapper strategy. This
experiment selected three best DOS-DDOS features and
achieved good accuracy (Acc_(3 features) = 98.98% > Acc_(42
features) = 95.7%) with an interesting time of execution (T_(3
features) = 2.37s < T_(42 features) = 3.97s).
Al-Jarrah et al. (2014) [49] proposed a set of RF algorithm
with forward and backward elimination ranking features
selection techniques. This experiment demonstrated that FSRRF outperforms with fifteen best features, BER-RF with
fourteen features and RF with all used DOS-DDOS features:

(Acc_(15 features) = 99.98% > Acc_(14 features) = 99.88 %) and
(Acc_(15 features) = 99.98% > Acc_(42 features) = 99.89%).
J. Lee et al. (2017) [50] proposed SFFS-RFC to generate
DOS-DDOS features subset and to measure the performance
of each subset. This experiment has shown that SFFS-RFS
improved the performance of the accuracy and the detection
rate of attacks classification with only ten DOS-DDOS
(Acc_(10 features) = 99.89% and DR_(10 features ) = 99.9%). It
realized a fewer FAR (FAR_(10 features) = 0.1% < FAR_(41 features)
= 1.7%) compared to the existing methods using the classifier
C4.5 and reduced the execution time (T_(10 features) = 0.18 s).
Harish and Manju (2018) [51] combined the Fisher Ratio
Discrimination (FRD) with three different search strategies:
SFS, SBS and LRS. They concluded that FDR using LRS,
KNN and twenty DOS-DDOS features outperformed other
methods. Thanks to its capacity to remove non-performing
DOS-DDOS features from the initial subset, this strategy
achieved a better accuracy with twenty features (Acc_(20 features)
= 98.87% > Acc_SFS_(25 features) = 98.27%) compared to FDRSFS which selected 25 features. However, the execution time
of FDR-SFS is less than FDR-LRS (T_SFS_(25 features) = 17.74 s <
T_SFS_(20 features) = 17.98 s). On the other side the FDR-LRS
with forty features showed a good accuracy compared to the
accuracy of FDR-SBS with the same number of features
(Acc_LRS_(40 features) = 99.09% > Acc_SBS_(40 features) = 98.78%).
However the execution time of FDR-SBS is better compared
to FDR-LRS (T_SBS_(40 features) = 32.18s < T_LRS_(40 features) =
32.95s).
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Soodeh and Mehrdad (2019) [52] proposed a new
framework composed of a hybridization of different
algorithms. The objective of this framework is to handle new
types of attacks better than other existing frameworks based
on Forward Feature Selection (FFS). By using NSL_KDD
dataset, this framework has shown that RF outperformed other
algorithms with only thirteen features in attack detection
accuracy (Acc_(13 features) = 98.9%). In the case of DOS-DDOS
attacks, the KNN classifier has achieved the highest precision
with eleven features (Pr_(11 features)= 99.8%). The classifiers RF,
DT and KNN achieved the highest Recall value (Re = 99.8
%), and the highest F-measure (FM_RF_(14 features) = 99.7%,
FM_DT_(10 features) = 99.6%, and FM_KNN_(11 features) = 99.8%). The
classifier NB showed the lowest measured values of all these
metrics: Acc_NB = 93.10%, Pr_NB = 93.6%, Re = 87.3%,
FM_NB = 92.7%.
Malhotra and Sharma (2019) [53] used CfsSubsetEval and
Best First as wrapper method. Based on NSL_KDD dataset
and RF Bagging, PART and J.48 algorithms, this strategy
selected eight best DOS-DDOS features. It increased slightly
the accuracy and decreased significantly the execution time
for all the classifiers. The accuracy of J.48 is 99.78% by using
6 and 42 features. However, this strategy decreased the
execution time (T_J.48_(42 features) = 61.68s > T_J.48_(6 features) =
7.95s). The RF model decreased slightly the accuracy
(Acc_RF_(6 features) = 99.41% < Acc_RF_(42 features) = 99.91%), and
decreased drastically the execution time (T_RF_(6 features) =
66.82s < T_RF_(42 features) = 191.06 s).
M. Wang et al. (2020) [54] combined SBS with Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) to select the optimal DOS-DDOS
features by using NSL_KDD dataset. This experiment showed
that SBS-MLP can find an optimal DOS-DDOS feature subset
and performed better accuracy than the full DOS-DDOS
feature set among all the MLP-based detection methods
(Acc_(31 features) = 97.66% > Acc_(42 features)= 97.61%). It
enhanced the detection rate (DR_(31 features) = 94.88 %> DR_(42
features) = 94.78%). It decreased the FAR value (FAR_(31 features) =
0.62% < FAR_(42 features) = 0.63%).
Polat et al. (2020) [55] evaluated the classifiers SVM,
KNN, ANN and NB on their dataset initially composed of
twelve features. This experiment used SFFS as a wrapper
approach. They evaluated the performance of this approach by
calculating many metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision and F-measure. By using a wrapper step and only
selected DOS-DDOS features instead of all features, these
different models increased the accuracy (Acc_ANN_(6 features) =
91.44% > Acc_ANN_(42 features) = 91.07%) < (Acc_SVM_(10 features) =
92.15% > Acc_SVM_(42 features) = 92.11%) < (Acc_NB_(8 features) =
94.87% > Acc_NB_(42 features) = 94.48%) < (Acc_KNN_(8 features)=
98.30% > Acc_KNN_(42 features)= 95.67. However, the precision
of SVM and KNN is slightly decreased by integrating the
feature selection process compared to the initial set with all
features (Pr_SVM_(10 features) = 90.23% < Pr_SVM_(42 features) =
91.42%), (Pr_ANN_(6 features) = 88.11% < Pr_ANN_(42 features) =
89.89%). The specificity is enhanced for all the used models,
particularly by using a KNN model (Sp_SVM_(10 features) =
97.26%, Sp_ANN_(6 features) = 97.31%, Sp_NB_(8 features) = 98.43% ,
Sp_KNN_(6 features) = 99.45%).

Alabdulwahab and Moon (2020) [31] used the NSL_KDD
dataset to evaluate different algorithms based on
CfsSubsetEval and Best First as wrapper strategy. They tested
CfsSubsetEval with six supervised classifiers: Logiboost,
RBF, BayesNet, SMO and RepTree. By using six most
relevant DOS-DDOS features, this experiment has shown an
important improvement of the execution time (T_NBTree_(6
features) = 14.23s < T_NBTree_(42 features) = 213.18s, T_Logiboost_(6
features) = 9.96s < T_Logiboost_(42 features) = 18.3s. However, the
accuracy was better without using the wrapper process
(Acc_NBTre_(6 features) = 99.46 % < Acc_NBTree_(42 features) =
99.87%). However, the RepTree algorithm decreased the
accuracy and increased the execution time (Acc_RepTree_(6 features)
= 99.44% < Acc_RepTree_(42 features) = 99.83%, T_RepTree_(6 features) =
5.76s > T_RepTree_(42 features) = 3.59 s).
Umar et al. (2020) [56] applied Best First Forward as
search strategy and DT to evaluate the performance of their
detecting attacks model. This strategy selected nineteen best
features by using UNSW_NB15 dataset. The assessment of
this experiment was based on five metrics: Acc, DR, FAR and
T. This method has shown that the execution time has overall
decreased for different used classifiers (T_ANN_(19 features) = 240s
< T_ANN_(42 features)=660s, RF (T_RF_(19 features) =37.8s < T_RF_(19
features)= 44.4s), NB (T_NB_(19 features) = 2.86 s < T_NB_(42 features) =
4.64 s).
By using nineteen DOS-DDOS features, the five metrics
values of ANN, RF and SVM models are slightly the same as
the baseline model.
The NB model achieved the worst detection rate
(DR_NB_(19 features) = 19.38%) and the same FAR value as the
baseline model (FAR_NB_(19 features) = FAR_NB_(42 features) =
0.01%).
The same performance was observed by the RF model
(FAR_RF (19 features) = 27.73% = FAR_RF_(42 features)=27.74%).
However, the classifiers KNN, SVM, ANN and RF
increased the FAR value (FAR_ANN_(19 features) = 37.36% >
FAR_ANN_(42 features) = 29.45%,
FAR_SVM_(19
40.51%).

features)

= 45.64% > FAR_SVM_(42

features)

=

Umar and Chen (2020) [57] used Best First as search
strategy and DT as evaluator of their wrapper process. Based
on UNSW_NB15, NSL_KDD datasets and four classifiers
(ANN, SVM, KNN and RF), this process has selected twenty
best DOS-DDOS features. The authors used five metrics to
evaluate their models: Acc, DR, FAR and T. As results of this
experiment, the RF algorithm outperformed the other used
classifiers. By using the NSL_KDD dataset, the used wrapper
process enhanced the accuracy and reduced the execution time
(Acc_RF_(20 features) = 99.7 % > Acc_RF_(42 features) = 98.8 %,
T_RF_(20 features) = 13.2s < T_RF_(42 features) = 15s). The use of
UNSW_NB15 dataset and the wrapper step enhanced the RF
accuracy and slightly increased the execution time due to the
unnormalized data (Acc_RF_(20 features) = 98.51% > Acc_RF_(42
features) = 95.74%, T_RF_(20 features) = 33.6s > T_RF_(42 features) =
32.4s).
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The performances of KNN, SVM and ANN were slightly
lower by using twenty features, UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets.

5) DOS-DDOS based on wrapper process and metaheuristics search: Meta-heuristics are new optimization
methods used in DOS-DDOS feature selection problems to
provide near-optimal solution [34]. These methods are based
on two main search strategies [58]. The first strategy is used to
guarantee a global and efficient search to find a solution of
DOS-DDOS feature selection. The second strategy is used to
improve feature selection solutions.

However, the SVM model increased drastically the
execution time (T_SVM_(20 features) = 10236.6s > T_SVM_(42 features)
= 5213.4s) by using the UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets. The KNN and RF classifiers decreased the FAR
value on the UNSW_NB15 dataset: (FAR_KNN (20 features) =
7.36% < FAR_RF_(42 features)= 11.42 %, FAR_RF_(20 features) = 2.89
% < FAR_RF_(42 features) = 8.77%).

Important research projects have applied meta-heuristic
strategies to solve the problem of DOS-DDOS feature
selection. In the paragraph below we discuss the important
results of these investigations. At the end of this subsection,
we present our second dashboard (Tables IIIA, IIIB, IIIC) to
summarize and to compare the performances of these
strategies.

However, the SVM model increased drastically the
execution time (T_SVM_(20 features) = 10236.6s > T_SVM_(42 features)
= 5213.4s) by using the UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets. The KNN and RF classifiers decreased the FAR
value on the UNSW_NB15 dataset: (FAR_KNN_(20 features) =
7.36% < FAR_RF_(42 features)= 11.42 %, FAR_RF_(20 features) = 2.89
% < FAR_RF_(42 features) = 8.77%).
TABLE III.

(A): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)

DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Jun,et al. (2010)[59]

KDD’99

ABC

5

SVM

Accuracy
Time (s)

99.92%
12.20

NA

Alomari and A. Othman
(2012) [60]

KDD’99

BA

6

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

93.36%
90.22%
4.56%

NA

De la Hoz et al. (2014)
[61]

NSL_KDD

NGHA-II

25

GHSOM

Accuracy

99.5%

96.02%

Senthilnayaki, et al.
(2015) [62]

KDD’99

GA

10

SVM

Accuracy

99.15%

82.45%

Bagging
(PART)

Accuracy
Time (s)

99.71%
1589

NA

PART

Accuracy
Time (s)

77.79%
274

NA

Bagging
(C4.5)

Accuracy
Time (s)

77.86%
1795

NA

Gaikwad and Thool
(2015) [63]

NSL_KDD

GA

15

TABLE III-(B): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Gaikwad and Thool
(2015) [63]

NSL_KDD

GA

15

C4.5

Accuracy
Time (s)

79.08%
176.05

NA

Wang Xingzhu (2015)
[42]

KDD’99

ACO

10

SVM

Detection Rate
Time(s)

97.09%
17.99

92.71%
23.51

Eesa et al. (2015) [64]

KDD’99

CFA

10

ID3

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

92,83%
92.05%
3.9%

73,26%
71.08%
17.685%

Kang and Kim (2016)
[65]

NSL_KDD

LSA- Kmeans

25

MLP

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

99.37%
99.42%
0.66%

96.93%
93.38%
0.96%

Hosseinzadeh and
Kabiri (2016) [66]

KDD’99

ACO

4

NN

Precision
Recall
F-measure

81.66%
99.78%
89.82%

87.86%
80.02%
83.76%
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Khammassi and
Krichen (2017) [26]

Enache et al. (2017)
[67]

Yin Chunyong et al.
(2017) [68]

KDD’99

18

RF

Precision
Recall

99.97%
99.98%

NA

20

C4.5

Precision
Recall

36.09%
4.11%

NA

21

SVM

Detection Rate
FAR

97.17%
1.6%

89.64%
6.88%

20

NB

Detection Rate
FAR

89.85%
5.34%

90.53%
6.66%

20

C4.5

Detection Rate
FAR

96.66%
2.62%

95.67%
3.02%

21

KNN

Accuracy
FAR

99.5%
0.1%

-

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

96.04%
94.9%
52

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

96.02%
92.3%
309

91.4%
89.9%
722

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

98.13%
97.2%
67

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

95.6%
93%
142

91.4%
89.9%
722

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

98.9%
98.7%
53

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

97.1%
93.9%
341

91.4%
89.9%
722

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.12%
91.76%
93.46%
1.32

85.56%
NA
NA
NA

GA-LR
UNSW_NB15

NSL_KDD

PSO

KDD’99

ICSA

PSO

NSL_KDD

ACO

11

7

Khorram and Baykan
(2018) [69]

7
ABC

UNSW_NB15

15

TABLE III-(C): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Mazini et al. (2019)[70]

NSL_KDD

ABC

25

AdaBoost

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

98.90%
99.61%
0.01%

NA
NA
NA

12

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.73%
99.67%
99.87%
2.90

97.99%
NA
NA
NA

16

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.31%
97.10%
99.24%
1.50

99.31%
NA
NA
NA

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.12%
91.76%
93.46%
1.32

85.56%
NA
NA
NA

KDD

Samadi Bonab et al.
[58]

NSL_KDD

UNSW_NB15

FFA-ALO

DT

15

As an example of relevant research projects based on
wrapper process and meta-heuristic search, we can cite the
important investigation of Jun Wang et al. [59]. In this study,
the ABC-SVM approach was adopted as wrapper feature
selection process. This wrapper strategy selected five DOSDDOS best features from the KDD’99 dataset and found the

best parameter to the SVM classifier. This method achieved
good accuracy (Acc_SVM_(5 features) = 99.92%) and improved the
time of execution (T_SVM_(5 features) = 12.20 s).
Alomari and Ali Othman (2012) [60] used an approach
based on the Bees Algorithm (BA) as a wrapper feature
method by using the classifier SVM. This experiment selected
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six DOS-DDOS features collected from the KDD'99 data set.
They compared BA-SVM with other methods and concluded
that their method achieved high detection rate and accuracy
(DR_SVM_(6 features) = 90.22%, Acc_SVM_(6 features) = 93.36%) on
detecting attacks with a low FAR (FAR_SVM_(6 features) =
4.56%).
De La Hoz et al. (2014) [61] used a multi-objective
procedure based on NSGA-II algorithm as wrapper feature
selection to reduce the complexity of Growing Hierarchical
Self-Organising Maps (GHSOM) algorithm. This wrapper
method selected twenty-five representative features. As one of
the multiple-objective based on the NSGA-II, the Jaccard
index is evaluated after training the GHSOM. Their
proposition improved the accuracy compared to the baseline
model (Acc_(25 features) = 99.5% > Acc_(42 features) = 96.02%).
Senthilnayaki et al. (2015) [62] combined Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with SVM. This study achieved high
accuracy (Acc_(10 features) = 99.15%) with only ten best DOSDDOS features compared to the baseline model (Acc_(42
features) = 82.45%).
Gaikwad and Thool (2015) [63] used Genetic Algorithm as
wrapper feature selection which selected fifteen features. The
authors used two classifiers Partial Decision Tree (PART) and
C4.5, and they employed the Bagging on the two previous
classifiers. This experiment has shown that using PART with
the bagged classifier enhanced the accuracy and increased the
execution time (Acc_Bagging_PART = 99.71% > Acc_PART =
77.79%, T_Bagging_PART = 1589s > T_PART = 274s ). On the other
side, using C4.5 with Bagging decreased the accuracy and
increased drastically the execution time (Acc_Bagging_C4.5
=77.86% < Acc_C4.5 = 79.08%, T_Bagging_C4.5 = 1795s > T_C4.5 =
176.05s).

= 93.38 %, FAR_(25 features) = 0.66% < FAR_(42 features) =
0.96%).
features)

Hosseinzadeh Aghdam and Kabiri (2016) [66] build an
intrusion detection system based on ACO (Ant Colony
Optimization) feature selection method. This method
converges faster to the optimal DOS-DDOS subset composed
of four DOS-DDOS features. This strategy has increased the
Recall and the F-measure values (Re_(4 features) = 99.78% >
Re_(42 features) = 80.02 %, FM_(4 features) = 89.82% > FM_(42 features)
= 83.76%). However, the precision is slightly decreased
compared to the baseline model (Pr_(4 features) = 81.66 % < Pr_(42
features) = 87.86 %).
Khammassi and Krichen (2017) [26] combined Genetic
Algorithm with Logistic Regression (LR) as Wrapper feature
selection method. This experiment based on different decision
tree classifiers (C4.5, RF, and NBTree) has maximized the
accuracy by using the KDD’99 and UNSW_NB15 datasets
with eighteen and twenty DOS-DDOS best features. The LRRF strategy has achieved a high precision and Recall values
(Pr_(18 features) = 99.97%, Re_(18 features ) = 99.98%).
By using UNSW_NB15 dataset with twenty DOS-DDOS
features, the LR-C4.5 process has achieved the worst Recall
and precision values (Re_(20 features) = 4.11 %, Pr_(20 features) =
36.09%).
Enache et al. (2017) [67] conducted their experiment on
the NSL_KDD dataset with many wrapper approaches
(Algorithm (BA) ad Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)). To
evaluate these strategies they used the classifiers C4.5, SVM
and BN.

Wang Xingzhu (2015) [42] combined ACO feature
weighting SVM. This wrapper strategy selected ten most
important DOS.

The PSO-SVM process outperformed the other classifiers
with only twenty-one features. It enhanced the detection rate
and decreased the FAR value (DR_(21features) = 97.17 > DR_(42
features) = 89.64 %, FAR_(21 features) = 1.6 % < FAR_(42 features) =
6.88 %).

DDOS features which achieved high detection rate and
reduced the execution time (DR_(10 features) = 97.09% > DR_(42
features) features) = 92.71 %, T_(42 features) = 23.51s > T_(10 features) =
17.99s ).

By using eighteens selected features, the process BA-C4.5
achieved an interesting detection rate and increased slightly
the FAR value (DR_(18 features) = 96.01 % > DR_(42 features) = 95.67
%, FAR_(18 features) = 3.20 % > FAR_(42 features) = 3.02 %).

Eesa et al. (2015) [64] modified the Cuttle Fish Algorithm
(CFA) and used it as wrapper feature selection method. They
applied the classifier ID3 to detect attacks by using the
KDD’99 dataset with ten best features. The process showed a
real improvement of accuracy and detection rate compared to
all used features (Acc_(10 features) = 92.83% > Acc_(42 features) =
73.26%, DR_(10 features) = 92.05% > DR_(42 features) = 71.08%).
Moreover, the FAR value decreased from FAR_(42 features) =
17.68% to FAR_(10 features) = 3.9 %.

Yin Chunyong et al. (2017) [68] used an artificial immune
system as wrapper method which improved the Clonal
Selection Algorithm (ICSA). This method based on the theory
of biological immune system learning process selected
twenty-one features from the KDD’99 dataset.

Kang and Kim (2016) [65] employed Local Search
Algorithm (LSA) and K-means to find the optimal DOSDDOS subset features, to reduce the training time and to avoid
the over-fitting problem. This experiment evaluated the
performance of twenty five selected DOS-DDOS features. The
result has shown that using LSA-K-means as wrapper feature
step with MLP enhanced the accuracy, increased the detection
rate and reduced the FAR value (Acc_(25 features) = 99.37% >
Acc_(42 features) = 96.93%, DR_(25 features) = 99.42% > DR_(42

This subset realized a good accuracy and low FAR value
(Acc_(21 features) = 99.5%, FAR_(21 features) = 0.1%).
Khorram and Baykan (2018) [69] tested and compared the
performances of three wrapper feature selection methods by
using two classifiers: SVM and KNN. The used wrapper
methods are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC).
This experiment showed that ABC-KNN strategy with
seven features outperformed the use of all features (T_ABCKNN_(7 features) = 53s < T_KNN_(42 features) = 291s, Acc_ABC-KNN_(7
features) = 98.9 % > Acc_KNN_(42 features) = 93.9%,
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DR_ABC-KNN_(7

= 91.9

the problem region. These stochastic methods are mainly used
to solve the global problem optimizations [71].

Mazini et al. (2019) [70] employed ABC as wrapper
process to optimize their IDS by using NSL_KDD dataset, the
classifier AdaBoost and the parameters regulation method.

To optimize the DOS-DDOS feature subsets, many
important research projects have used wrapper process and
random search methods to solve this problem. We discuss
these projects in the paragraph below. At the end of this
subsection, we present our third dashboard (Table IV) to
summarize and to compare the performances of these
strategies.

features)

=98.7 % > DR_KNN_(42

features)

%).

This strategy selected twenty-five DOS-DDOS features
and achieved a high accuracy, detection rate and low FAR
values (Acc_(25 features) = 98.90%, DR_(25 features) = 99.61%,
FAR_(25 features) = 0.01%).
Samadi Bonab et al. [58] proposed an improved version of
IDS based on the hybrid method Fruit-Flu algorithm (FFA)
and the Lion Optimizer algorithm (ALO) as wrapper
approach. This strategy based on the datasets KDD’99,
NSL_KDD and UNSW_NB15 reduced the used features from
41 to 12 on KDD’99, from 41 to 16 on NSL_KDD and from
48 to 15 on UNSW_NB15. It applied the DT algorithm as a
classifier on these different datasets. The performances are
evaluated by using five metrics: Acc, Sp, Sen and T. This
experiment has shown an enhanced accuracy and reduced the
execution time on KDD’99 and UNSW_NB15 datasets (Acc_
KDD’99_(12 features) = 99.73% > Acc_ KDD’99_(42 features) = 97.99%,
Acc_UNSW_NB15_(15 features) = 99.12% > Acc_UNSW_NB15_(42 features) =
85.56%). On the NSL_KDD dataset the use of this wrapper
process didn’t change the accuracy (Acc_NSL_KDD_(16 features) =
Acc_NSL_KDD_(42 features) =93%). However, the specificity was
lower on UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD compared to KDD’99
(Sp_UNSW_NB = 91.76 % < Sp_NSL_KDD = 97.10% < Sp_KDD=
99.67%).

As an example of these important investigations, we can
cite the important study of Lin et al. (2012) [72] which
combined Simulated Annealing (SA) with SVM algorithm to
get the best feature subset. This experiment selected twenty
three best DOS-DDOS features which evaluated by SA as
random search and C4.5 decision tree as classifier. Compared
to the initial set of features, the selected subset achieved a high
accuracy equal to 99.96%.

The Tables IIIA, IIIB, IIIC summarize and compare the
performances of all wrapper process and meta-heuristic
strategies discuss above.

Hasan Md El Mehedi et al. (2016) [73] adapted the
Random Forest algorithm (RF) to select twenty-five best
features by using the KDD’99 dataset. The performances
evaluation is based on 3 metrics: accuracy, precision and
FAR. Compared to the initial used dataset with all features,
this wrapper strategy increased the accuracy, the precision and
decreased the FAR value (Acc_(25 features) = 91.90% > Acc_(42
features) = 91.41%, Pr_(25 features) = 98.94% > Pr_(42 features) =
98.91%, FAR_(25 features) = 5.82% < FAR_(42 features) = 7.52%).

6) DOS-DDOS feature selection based on wrapper
process and Random search methods: Random search
methods applied DOS-DDOS feature selection projects to
evaluate the DOS-DDOS features on random sampling around

TABLE IV.

Chowdhury et al. (2016) [36] used a wrapper feature
selection method based on SA as random search and the
ACCS dataset. This strategy selected three best features to
detect attacks.
By applying the SVM algorithm with SA, this experiment
has showed better accuracy, low FAR and FN values
compared to all used features (Acc_ SVM_(3 features) = 98.76% >
Acc_SVM_(42 features) = 88.03%, FAR_SVM_(3 features) = 0.09% <
FAR_SVM_(42 features) = 4.2%, FN_SVM_(3 features) = 1.15% <
FN_SVM_(42 features) = 7.77 %).

WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON RANDOM METHODS

DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Lin et al. [72]

KDD’99

SA-SVM

23

SA-DT

Accuracy

99.96%

NA

98.76%
0.09%
1.15%

88.03%
4.2%
7.77%

Chowdhury et al. [36]

ACCS

SA

3

SVM

Accuracy
FAR
FN

Hasan Md El Mehedi
et al. [73]

KDD’99

RF

25

RF

Accuracy
Precision
FAR

91.90%
98.94%
5.82%

91.41%
98.91%
7.52%

Najeeb and Dhannoon
(2018) [74]

NSL_KDD

BFA

15

NB

Accuracy

94.83%

89.9%

Almasoudy et al.
(2019) [75]

NSL_KDD

DE

9

ELM

Detection Rate
Precision
F_measure

91.5%
81.18%
86.03%

79.55%
94.90%
80.44%
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Najeeb and Dhannoon (2018) [74] proposed an IDS model
that combined the Binary Firefly (BFA) method with the
Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier by using the NSL_KDD dataset.
The BFA is initialized by a binary sequence contrary to the
Firefly (FA) algorithm. This model was iterated two hundred
times with fifteen selected features and achieved better
accuracy compared to all used features (Acc_(25 features) =
94.83% > Acc_(42 features) = 89.9%).
Almasoudy et al. (2019) [75] has realized an IDS
experiment based on Differential Evolution (DE) as wrapper
based approach by using the NSL_KDD dataset. Nine
candidate features are randomly selected. The Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) is used as classifier to compute the
accuracy of DOS-DDOS features until it achieved high
accuracy. Applied to DOS-DDOS attacks predicting, this
method achieved high detection rate, high F-measure and
decreased slightly the precision (DR_(9 features) = 91.5% > DR_(42
features) = 79.55%, FM_(9 features) = 86.03 % > FM_(42 features) =
80.84%, Pr_(42 features) = 94.90 % > Pr_(9 features) = 81.18%).

study and related research, for their patience, motivation, and
immense knowledge.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, cybersecurity attacks grow over time,
especially the Denial of Service attack (DOS) and its variant
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS). These famous attacks
continue to threaten private and public activities everywhere.
Dealing with these threats by using Machine Learning
(ML) models can hold a great promise in DOS-DDOS security
systems. By learning from and identifying a large amount of
network traffic, these predictive models can efficiently handle
the DOS-DDOS threats and overcome several limits and
performance issues of the traditional security solutions.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

One of the key preprocessing phases to success and
optimize these DOS-DDOS cybersecurity intelligence models
is feature selection step, particularly the feature selection
method based on the Wrapper strategies.

[12]

Using Wrapper techniques improved significantly the
selection of the relevant DOS-DDOS features and enhanced
the performance of many existing ML solutions.

[13]

In this paper, we have advanced the development of this
previous work by studying different DOS-DDOS datasets,
algorithms and the results of several research projects. We
have reviewed and evaluated the impact of many important
wrapper strategies used by many existing DOS-DDOS
security systems.
We have summarized the findings in three dashboards that
are essential to understand the performance of three wrapper
strategies commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML models:
heuristic search algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random
search methods.
This study shows that many wrapper strategies,
algorithms, DOS-DDOS features with a relevant impact can
be selected to improve the DOS-DDOS ML existing solutions.
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